
The Annual BSL Board and Teams meeting  

Minutes 

 
Tallinn, Estonia 

Saturday, November 16, 2019 

Time: 13.00 

 

Presence: 

  Sakke Hayrinen, Baltic Speedway League Board member; 

  Matti Poysaa, Baltic Speedway League Board member; 

  Nils Freivalds, Baltic Speedway League Board member; 

  Urmo Kaosaar, J&U Speedway; 

  Martin Mandre, Motosport 360; 

  Mihail Popov, Neva Speedway; 

  Dmitry Below, Neva Speedway; 

  Appe Mustonnen, VRT Ankkurit; 

  Arne Mustonen, VRT Ankkurit; 

Christina Daous, OHO.ee, Live TV  

 

Agenda: 

1. Reflection on 2019 BSL Season. 

2. Proposals to Rule changes and necessary improvements. 

3. BSL 2020 race formats. 

4. 2020 Calendar. 

5. Web live-streaming. 

6. Miscellaneous: (Sponsorship ideas, BSL logo). 

The Meeting: 

 

1. The BSL Clubs re-approved their interest to participate at the BSL in 2020, 

however “J&U Speedway” admitted the BSL and meeting organization has 

been very challenging to them, despite all the efforts. There are current financial 

difficulties to hold the team and maintain the track at Kohtla-Nomme. Thus, 

J&U Speedway expresses their will to resign the BSL and proposes to invite 

team “Motosport 360” to the BSL.  

“Motosport 360” confirms readiness to participate and provide riders (there are 

4-5 candidates for 500 ccm class) as well as organize a meeting at the Taabasalu 

Track. “Motosport 360” is currently working on track compliance matters and 

hopes to ensure the track is in conformity with requirements to hold a meeting. 

“VRT Ankkurit” positively assesses the season of 2019 and looks forward to 

the 2020 season. There is a difficulty to find non-professional riders in Finland 

since most of their riders are involved and attending higher level Meetings. 

Moreover, there is a perspective to organize the BSL meeting in Haapajarvi and 

it is proposed to run two BSL stages in Varkaus and Haapajarvi during one 

week-end. 

“Neva Speedway” also assesses the Season 2019 very positively and would like 

to continue participation in 2020. “Neva Speedway” will host a Meeting in Riga 

in 2020 as in previous years. 

 



2. Participants reviewed proposed BSL rule changes and it is agreed that in a 6 

team/pars format there will be two Finals as per rules. BSL will also host 125 

ccm class races within the BSL pairs championship. 125 ccm heats will be 

organized right after track grading and schemas will be elaborated accordingly 

upon received number of entries. Consolidated and adopted rules will be 

circulated to the Clubs after those are amended. 

3. It is agreed as per point 2, to merge a 125 ccm heats within the pairs meeting. 

There will also be an Individual Championship organized in 2020. Motosport 

360 might host the 2 day – Individual and Pairs, event. 

4. The meeting participants agree that currently there can not be any dates 

estimated for the year 2020 calendar and this issue shall be solved after other 

2020 Calendars, including Finnish and Polish League, have been received. 

5. Mrs. Christina Daous is the representative of Oho.ee that provides web live 

streaming services in different motorsports. Oho.ee is proposing future 

partnership with the BSL and would provide live coverage of the BSL Meetings 

throughout the season. Mrs. Daous briefly explained technical requirements to 

ensure live coverage over the internet (more information about oho.ee proposal 

in attached presentation) and might have rider interview options during or after 

races. Clubs should also think about English speaking commentators in irder to 

make live streaming more interesting for viewers. Oho.ee proposes a long term 

agreement that is a subject for negotiations. Partnership would also have a share 

of revenues gained from commercial advertisements. BSL representatives 

acknowledge this proposal as a very valuable and live streaming would promote 

the Baltic Speedway League and increase public awareness as well as spotlight 

perspective riders.  

6. Miscellaneous: (Sponsorship ideas, BSL logo). 

Clubs are asked to consider possible sponsorship for the BSL, for instance, tire 

manufacturer Mitas that could become the BSL official tire sponsos. 

Understanding, that Mitas has its own sales representatives among the BSL 

participating countries, nevertheless, there might be an option to negotiate a certain 

amount of tires bought for the BSL teams during the season. 

 

Clubs also selected possible BSL logo sketch that should be elaborated and applied 

starting next season. The new logo will be circulated to the clubs as soon as there 

are improved versions. 
 

The Meeting adjourns at 15.00. 


